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Project Management
• a set of principles, methods, and techniques for planning,
scheduling, organizing, leading, and resourcing to achieve
specific goals
• helps to complete projects on schedule, within budget, and
in accordance to project specifications (criteria and
constraints).
• ensures that projects meet time, scope, quality and cost
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Project Management
• is about structure, control, attention to detail and
continuously monitoring the process.
• The following gives an overview of the things a project
manager needs to do to deliver a project:
− ensure there is a clear understanding why a project is being done
and what it will produce;
− plan the project to understand how long it will take and how much it
will cost;
− manage the project to ensure that as it progresses well, achieves
objectives, and is delivered within the set timeframe and budget;
− complete the project properly as per the quality expectations
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Project
• a project is a temporary endeavor to create a product
• has a defined beginning and end
• the temporary nature of projects stands in contrast with
business as usual (or operations), which are repetitive,
permanent, or semi-permanent functional activities to
produce products or services.
• In practice, the management of these two systems is
often quite different, and as such requires the
development of distinct technical skills and management
strategies
• A successful project is one that meets or exceeds the
expectations of your stakeholders
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Project Components
There are some fundamental components of project management that
are useful to understand.
Scope:
•

work that needs to be accomplished to deliver a product, service,
or result with the specified features and functions

Methodology:
•

states how the project will be completed

Time:
•

states the start date, finish dates and milestone dates such
individual times for the different phases of the project.

Cost:
•

define sources of funds and an initial budget, if known
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Project Planning
Project planning is a process of sequencing activities and
organizing resource
•

Includes the project challenge, design brief, an itemized budget and
a chart that schedules all the tasks to complete the project

•

scheduling chart shows the order of the tasks, the length of time
each task will take and who is responsible for doing each one.

•

also shows ‘dependencies’ – tasks that are dependent on previous
tasks being started or completed.

•

will help you to identify problems before they occur and ensure the
project is completed on time
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Project Planning
Some helpful steps in establishing your plan:
• write down every task you think you need to do for the project
making each task discrete and separate
• identify the categories in the project and then the main tasks
within those categories.
• use yellow sticky note pads with each task written on a
separate sheet. It helps to think of the project in categories.
• break each main task into sub tasks and then, if necessary,
break those sub tasks into even smaller tasks until you have
identified all the tasks associated with the project.
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Project Planning
There are several recommended steps to follow to develop
your scheduling chart.
1. Identify tasks and possible milestones
2. Place the tasks in order

3. Estimate task times
4. Allocate tasks to team members
5. Identify costs and resources and update your budget

6. Review the project plan and develop contingencies that may be
required
7. present the project plan as actions in a planning tool such as a
Gantt chart.
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Gantt Chart
• a type of bar chart that illustrates a project schedule.
• illustrate the start and finish dates of the elements of a
project.
• elements comprise the work breakdown structure of the
project.
• can be used to show current schedule status using
percent-complete shadings and a vertical "TODAY" line
as shown here.
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Helpful Hints
• involve others……try to work with others for
brainstorming sessions
• NOTE: you won’t get it right the first time, nor will they be
in the correct order
• you’ll find you keep thinking of more things and you keep
adding them in
• that’s OK during this initial planning stage
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Review, Reflect, Report
• review and reflect on your experience.
• Ensure you understand what happened and why.
• Reflect on any failures and mistakes positively and
objectively.
• Reflect on successes gratefully and realistically.
• Include a reflection report in your portfolio and make
observations and recommendations about future project
management activities.
− Did the project fully solve the problem that it was designed to
address?
− Can we take things further, and deliver even bigger benefits?
− What lessons did we learn that we can apply to future projects?
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Project Management
Analogies
 To the optimist, the glass is half full.
 To the pessimist, the glass is half empty.
 To the project manager, the glass is twice as big
as it needs to be.
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Amusing Project Management Analogies
A clergyman, a doctor and a project manager were playing golf together one day and
were waiting for a particularly slow group ahead. The project manager exclaimed,
"What's with these people? We've been waiting over half and hour! It's a complete
disgrace." The doctor agreed, "They're hopeless, I've never seen such a rabble on a

golf course." The clergyman spotted the approaching greenkeeper and asked him what
was going on, "What's happening with that group ahead of us? They're surely too slow

and useless to be playing, aren't they?" The greenkeeper replied, "Oh, yes, that's a
group of blind fire-fighters. They lost their sight saving our clubhouse from a fire last
year, so we always let them play for free anytime." The three golfers fell silent for a

moment. The clergyman said, "Oh dear, that's so sad. I shall say some special prayers
for them tonight." The doctor added, rather meekly, "That's a good thought. I'll get in

touch with an ophthalmic surgeon friend of mine to see if there's anything that can be
done for them." After pondering the situation for a few seconds, the project manager
turned to the greenkeeper and asked, "Why can't they play at night?"
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A project manager was out walking in the countryside one
day when a frog called out to him. He bent down, picked
up the frog and put it in his pocket. The frog called out
again, saying, "If you kiss me it shall turn me back into a
beautiful princess, and I'll stay with you for a week as your
mistress." The project manager took the frog out of his
pocket, smiled at it, and put it back into his pocket. The
frog called out once more, "If you kiss me and turn me
back into a princess, I'll stay with you for as long as you
wish and do absolutely anything that you want. Again the
Project manager took the frog out of his pocket, smiled at
it and put it back. Finally, the frog demanded, "What's the
matter? You can turn me back into a beautiful princess,
and I'll stay with you for ever and do anything you want.
Why won't you kiss me?" to which the project manager
replied, "Understand, I'm a project manager. I simply don't
have
time for a girlfriend, but a talking frog .... that's cool."
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